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MOTTO

With self-discipline most anything is possible
(Theodore Roosevelt)

Integrity creates a good character. It is what an
individual must have

(writer)
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ABSTRACT

Name : Siti Hardiyanti Amri
Reg. Number : 40300110090
Title : Snobbery in J.K. Rowling’s Novel “The Casual

Vacancy”
Supervisor I : Rosmah Tami
Supervisor II : Nasrum Marjuni

This thesis studied about the analysis of snobbery in J.K. Rowling’s novel
“The Casual Vacancy”. The aim of this thesis is to analyze and to describe the
snobbery of Pagford inhabitants as strategy to mantain certain position and Field
inhabitants’ ways of life as strategy to attain benefits.

The theory of a sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu, is used to find out the ways
Pagford people use snobbery as strategy and the ways Field inhabitants use their
position as strategy. The method of this research is qualitative method concerned
with the description and explanation of snobbery phenomenon. Sociology of
literature approach is used to connect the social issue occured in the novel and the
social condition of England the time the novel was published.

In this thesis, the writer found two ways of snobbery as strategy of Pagford
inhabitants to mantain their position in the novel; the first is snobbish attitudes
toward position or attributes such as job and achievement, social, family, and
educational background. The second is the snobbish attitudes toward properties
and appearance such as house or house ornaments, cars, and fashion. Those are
the strategies to be recognized as the part of upper class, to be accepted and
honored in the social relationship, and to position themselves better and superior
than others. Meanwhile, the writer also found the ways of life of Field inhabitants
including their habitus, capitals, and position as the strategy to gain benefits from
capitalist. Field inhabitants are depicted to have bad habitus. Field is composed of
unemployments, criminals, and prostitutes. The bad habitus of Field society leads
them to be lack of capitals then eventually positions them in the lowest class
society and makes them live by the state welfare.

This thesis implicates how snobbery has become the social phenomenon in
life and implicitly forms the perspective in looking at the surroundings.
Expectantly, this thesis can encourage the students of English and Literature to
learn more about snobbery in our social life as it is manifested in literary works.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of Research

Mankind has a great inquisitiveness to learn and to know one another and

also has a great tendency to observe and notice his own behavior and action. It is

normal to ask questions or to have a big curiosity about the reason for someone’s

behavior. Notwithstanding literature does not mean to present answers to the

questions, at least it serves a description and insight that leads us to revitalise our

own thinking or to improve our deep understanding on human nature. Literature

presents and exposes the human traits and some aspects of human life and

behavior (Koesnosoebroto, 1988: 2-3).

One of literary forms is novel. Snobbery is one aspect of human traits

represented in novel. It is a behavior in which a person tends to act in superior

manner and to look down snobbishly on the people considered inferior. Snobbery

is considered as a negative attitude and a snob is usually a person with a huge

attention for social position or status. Haag (1963: 272) posits that the snob

desires fame, deference, reputation, and even recognition. The object of his

motivation is esteem, and how people judge or evaluate himself. The snob

concerns to the effect of his or her possession and achievement to his social status:

The snob is interested in objects, achievements, and persons only in terms of
their social existence, the prestige they command or may procure for him.
Snobbery is thus the most purely social of relationships.
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A snob is also explained as a person who accepts and genuinely believes

that he is better than others and tends to underestimate whomever believed

innately inferior to him or her. The inferiority of others is marked by various

number of reasons including class, taste, wealth, power, intelligence, fame,

anchestry, and the possession of glittering or elegant objects or everything

connected with status in the world (Epstein, 2002: 17-18). Some people even

believe that it will be enough to indicate someone as the part of upper classes,

elites, or aristocracies member by adopting branded fashion, taste of the elite or

aristocracy.

Snobbery occurs as the result of distinction in society. Bourdieu

(1984:261) proposes that the different sets of tastes or preferences are derived

from the distinctive system of dispositions or habitus. Through the theory of

habitus, he explains that every person grew with different background,

upbringing, experience, history, social environment and class that shapes his

behavior and thought. On the same way, habitus is a set of value or belief which a

person has since the early life. The story in novel takes place in two differerent

states, Pagford and Field. Some of the Pagford’s members are considered elitists

living in glory and fame, yet they look down on poor people snobbishly such as

those who live in the Fields. Pagford inhabitants are depicted as the discipline,

determined, and hard-working town members. In contrast, Field is the state

depicted as an image of society’s failure composed of unemployment, criminality,

drug addict, and prostitution. The people of two different states differ in habitus.

Pagford is a town inhabited mostly by people who have better life condition and
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occupation, while Field is a state occupied by the lazy people who live dependent

upon the public charge. Bourdieu’s theory on habitus means that the distinction of

habitus and capital in field leads a person to be a snob because there is a kind of

contradictory values, beliefs, and capitals in field or particular space.

Literary work as a reflection of social phenomenon is often found to mirror

its structure to the structure of society. As a social critic, an author is most often

found to express his criticism through his literary work. J.K. Rowling is one of the

writers who may pick up the snobbish society’s theme in almost all her novels.

Most of the stories created by J.K. Rowling represent middle class family. J.K.

Rowling’s background from a middle-class family and unemployed one probably

made her having a stereotypical poverty narratives or an image of poverty in her

stories. Epstein (2002:32) proposes that a snob wants rejection toward those

below and acceptance toward those above:

to be middle class positions one nicely to be both an upward- and a
downward- looking snob, full, simultaneously, of aspiration to rise to the
position of those above and of disdain for those below.

Following the hugely successful Harry Potter series, The Casual Vacancy

as one of J.K. Rowling’s novels represents the relation of two different classes and

deals with social issues. She revealed that her first novel for adults “The Casual

Vacancy” deals with a snobbish middle class community. The book is the

manifestation of disappointment and failure of human nature. The research intends

to explore the view of J.K Rowling in representing snobbery happened as the

result of distinction of these two classes.
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The description above deeply impresses the researcher and involves

curiosity to explore the novel. The researcher expects to find snobbery as strategy

or the act of Pagford inhabitants to mantain and achieve the economic or symbolic

capital that leads to particular position. It is also expected to find out the ways of

life of Field inhabitants as the strategies involved to attain benefits and to improve

their social condition. The strategies engaged by the two states are different due to

the distinct position they have.

B. Problem Statements

This thesis aims to find out two subjects as follows:

1. How is the snobbery of Pagford inhabitants used as strategy to mantain

certain position?

2. Why are the Field inhabitants’ ways of life considered also as strategy to

attain benefits?

C. Objective of Research

In connection with the formulation of the problem statements mentioned

above, the purposes of this study are as follows:

1. To describe the snobbery of Pagford inhabitants as strategy to mantain

certain position

2. To describe Field inhabitants’ ways of life as strategy to attain benefits

D. Significance of Research

The research is expected to give some contributions as follows:
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1. To give the reader information about snobbery in terms of individual-

society relationship and through this research we can be more aware to the

social phenomenon that happens around us.

2. To give a contribution to literary study and to help other researchers who

want to analyze The Casual Vacancy by other perspective by providing

further information.

E. Scope of Research

To avoid bias of the discussion, the reasearcher focused on the analysis of

snobbery of Pagford inhabitants as strategy to preserve certain position and the

Field inhabitants’ ways of life as also strategy to gain benefits based on Pierre

Bourdieu’s perspective in the novel “The Casual Vacancy” by J.K. Rowling.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. Previous Findings

Many researchers have conducted analysis of snob in different aspects. So,

it is essential to review this analysis to enrich insight regarding to other related

researches in order to deepen this analysis and use it as both reference and

comparison to this research. It is also important to avoid an overlap of research.

Christin (2010) in her working paper “Omnivores Versus Snobs? Musical

Tastes in the  United States and France” analyzed the musical taste in the United

States and France that leads to omnivores or snob. She aimed to describe the

differences between United States and France in the relationship between socio

economic status and aesthetic taste. She stated that the identity of the elite groups

is reflected by both taste and cultural consumption. Socioeconomic status of a

person extremely influences his aesthetic tastes that turn into the social

inequalities. In France, high-status people are more likely to appreciate highbrow

musical genres such as classical music, opera, and jazz and she found that

highbrow taste boosts musical snobbishness for older cohorts. In the united states,

highbrow musical taste people is more tolerant and omnivorous.

Carnevali (2010) through his journal “Snobbery A Passion for Nobility”

viewed snobbery as the form of bad habit, manner, negative form of behavior that

has become a phenomenon. She aimed to describe that snobbery is the dominant

passion and nobility or adoring the nobles is the object of the dominant passion of
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the snob. The snobbery is a weak personality in which snob tends to idolize and

flatter those who appear to be superiors and to despise those considered inferior.

The snob believes the existence of status quo or social hierarchy. It is a desire to

be regarded as superior and as the member of elitist. Snobbery is a direct attack

against equality since someone who acts snobbishly toward those he or she

regards as inferiors, thus the snob ignores the basic principle of justice in a

democtaric society.

Zuylen (2007) through her journal “Snobbery and The Shameful

Familiarity of Selfhood” discussed that to be a so-called snob, wilfully so, means

there are a standard of wealth, culture, and taste that are simply more desirable

than other. She aimed to described snobbery as the trait of a person who feels and

acts in superior way. A snob has a typical upper class pose and briliant at

detecting hierarcies among themselves.

The reviews above inform that there are not yet any research analyzing

snobbery in J.K. Rowling’s novel The Casual Vacancy including the snobbery of

Pagford inhabitants as strategy to mantain certain position and the Field

inhabitants’ ways of life that are also strategy to gain benefits. Thus, the

researcher explored the new subject matter and perspective which was truly

different from the previous researches.

B. The Concept of Snobbery

1. The Definition of Snobbery

The origin of the term “snob” is still obscure but it was in the eighteenth

century that the word was used to refer to a shoemaker and was associated to the
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lowest social classes. The word then was widely used and first employed by

Cambridge students to refer to middle and lower class town residents. According

to the Oxford English Dictionaries, the word gradually extended in use to indicate

anyone who had little or poor taste. Furthermore, the snob was defined as “one

who despised those who were considered inferior in rank, attainment or class”

until the first decades of the twentieth century, snobbery represented the social

climbers who adopted the upper class pose including taste and habits (Latham,

2003 :12-13).

According to Branden (1998:11), the word snob is used in Cambridge

slang dictionary to refer to the lower class town member or a person with an

ostentatious manner who does not possess a noble descent. Through his book,

Branden proposes that one purpose of snobbery is to demonstrate someone’s

superiority among his associates.

Snobbery is a kind of attitude that can be expressed explicitly and

implicitly. Snob is one who looks down on such people. There are an unlimited

number of things that can be used as a reason for looking down on some people

such as family, education, occupation, property, wealth, fame, achievement,

aesthetic taste, etc. Snobbery is a belief that one is superior to another person. It

can be inferred through the things someone says and the way he behaves

(Westacott, 2012 :101-105).

Thackeray (2005: 3&160) posits that snob exists in all levels of society:

An immense percentage of snob is to be found in every rank of this mortal
life. you who despise your neighbour, are a snob; you, who forget your own
friends, meanly to follow after those of a higher degree, are a snob; you,
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who are ashamed of your poverty, and blush for your calling, are a snob; as
are you who boast of your pedigree, or are proud of your wealth.

Epstein (2002: 15&26) proposes that the snob measures himself and others

by the essential things such as anchestry, wealth, power, social connections,

possession of glittering or elegant objects and everyting linked to status in the

world. Through those things, the snob expects other will judge him in the

extravagant self valuation since the snobbery concern is the way to put your self

above others. A snob believes the existence of social class and tries to reflect it in

manner, dress, language, and taste. The aspect of taste expands in large and small

goods, in houses and cars, arts and jewels, and to a thousand other items that can

cause someone to look down someone else.

Based on the explanation above, snobbery is one of human traits which

emerges because of the the existence of differences in status, position, or class in

society. The essence of snobbery is to make ourselves feel superior to other

people. There a lot of reasons that constitute snobbery in someone’s behavior

including class, wealth, power, fame, ancestry, and taste, possession of the luxury

or extravagant properties, or everything that is connected with status in the world.

2. The Characteristics of Snob

These are the characteristics or traits of snobbish person

a. The snob only wants to get himself among those whom he considers and

regards as the best, virtuous, most elegant, or exciting people.
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b. Some snobs take special pleasure in looking down on others, some snobs

always try to raise their position higher than they now are. He wants both

rejection toward those below and acceptance from those above.

c. The snob desires recognition toward his social position and achievement.

d. The snob cares a little to those he considers inferior but seems giving a lot

of respect to those he thinks superior.

e. The snob wants deference or great respect. He believes that respect and

prestige comes through rank. Wealth, power, high educational or cultural

attainment can create deference. He wants other people to recognize his

quality which can bring privilege.

f. What the snob wants is distinction. Difference comes through someone’s

status, life style, or taste (Epstein, 2002: 20-27).

Westacoot (2012: 138-139) further proposes two kinds of snobbish attitude, that

are:

a. Snobbery about people, including their attributes or position, such as

nationality, education, occupation, achievement or attainment. This means

that you look down on people whom you consider inferior than you in

terms of wealth, status, or position. This is a kind of distructive belief or

idea that some people’s state are worth less than others.

b. Snobbery about things: for instance, car, furniture, or home decoration.

This is a kind of snobbish attitude toward particular things. The preference

of things or taste is a sign and symbol of  someone’s social identity or

status.
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In connection with the description above, the characteristics of snob can

be noticed through Pagford society in the novel as follows:

a. The middle class people of Pagford only want to get along with the same

class or the upper class whom they consider as the best and extravagant

people. It is depicted that the Mollison family and the other old members

of Pagford admire and worship Aubrey Family believed having the noble

descent.

b. The Pagford society look down the poor family or the lowest class society

in Field.

c. Howard and Shirley Mollison are potrayed as the most snobbish ones.

Howard frequently tells others about his achievement and position to gain

people’s recognition. Shirley is proud of his position as a wife of Howard,

a council secretary, and also a volunteer and she considers her position as

the best tool to get admission from others.

d. The higher class members of Pagford do not care about the social

condition of Field inhabitants.

e. The Pagford society respect one another because of the social status,

position, achievement, or job they have. The distinction of Pagford and

Field society can be seen through their status, occupation, or properties

they own. Pagford is dominated by the wealthy family having the better

job and position in the society while Field is the undeveloped state setlled

by the unemployments and poor families. Snobbery exists because of the

distinction of class and status in Pagford and Field.
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C. Sociological Literary Approach

Sociology of literature views literary text as the reflection of the social

situation in a particular period. Glickberg in Endraswara (2011:77) proposes that

“all literature, however fantastic or mytical in content, is animated by profound

social concern, and this is true of even the most flagrant nihilistic work”. This

argument presents that literary work, however the form is, will always reveal the

social phenomena. Since the author is the part of the society, he will present the

social fact based on his own ideliasm. Furthermore, Ratna (2003:2) posits that

sociology of literature is the understanding of literary work as a whole by

considering its social aspects and the dialectic relationship of the literary work and

the society as its background.

Sociology of literature studies about the relation of the author and the

socio-cultural condition in which he lives. It is a study of how the subject matter

and form of literary work are influenced by the author’s social condition such as

class status, gender, politic, and others. Sociology of literature views literary work

as the manifestation of thought and feeling of particular characteristics of an era;

the author’s economic condition, the social class, conceptions, and the audience to

which the literary work is addressed (Abrams and Harpham, 2009: 334).

Sociological literature is an approach that looks into the social groups,

relationships, and values as they are presented in literature. It stresses the nature

and effect of the social power that create relationships between groups or classes

of people. This approach treats literature as a document which reflects social

circumstances or a product of those circumstances (Bonn, 2010:156-157).
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According to Baldick (2001:238), sociology of literature originated in 19th

century France with works by Mme de Stael and Hippolyte Taine. It is a branch of

literary study which examines the connection of literary works and their social

situations, including patterns of literacy, kinds of audience, modes of publication

and dramatic presentation, and the social class positions of authors and readers.

Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that Sociological

literary approach is an approach that examines the relationship between literary

works and the social conditions or circumstances in which they were born. This

approach views literary work as the product of author’s social environment that

are social class, status, or political situation.

Ian Watt in Faruk (2010:5-6) proposes three aspects in analyzing literary

work by sociological literature, namely, 1). Social context of an author or the

social position of  an author in society, 2). Literature as the reflection of particular

social condition, 3). The social function of literature both entertainment and

educational function. In connection with the explanation above, the novel “The

Casual Vacancy” is regarded as the reflection of the social environment of J.K

Rowling as the author. Rowling herself had lived by the state welfare and in the

very difficult and poor financial condition that later influence the story she

created. As the member of society, J.K. Rowling intentionally depicts snobbery as

the social phenomenon existing in England. British society is known as the

snobbish people that can be much more affirmed through the news in Los Angeles

Times (Wagner:2003) that entitles “Britain Still Has a Touch of Class

(Snobbery)”. The news reported that British commonly judged people on speech
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and appearance. In a conversation, a woman was looked down by her

acquaintances because of wearing stretch velvet trousers assumed that only

‘townies’ wearing them. England remains a country governed by an aristocracy-

based social pecking order, that hierarchical class system has been existing from

the mid-19th century to the mid-20th century. Social distinction in Britain is more

prioritized than talent and merit. David Cannadine, an expert in the social history

of the British upper classes, wrote that "Class is still essential to a proper

understanding of British history and of Britain today," he said. "Class is

undoubtedly a British preoccupation."

Besides, snobbish attitude could also be investigated in educational aspect.

Through the news The Telegraph (Paton:2011) that entitles “Baroness Kennedy

attacks Oxford snobbery”, it was reported that The Deputy Prime Minister, Nick

Clegg accused two leading universities, Oxford and Cambridge for not supporting

poor pupils and ensured that British people is well reflected through their

admission to justify state funding. Baroness Kennedy, one of Britain’s leading

lawyers and a champion of civil liberties, said that snobbery or mad pecking order

still existed in some institutions. He further stated some students from wealthy

backgrounds were able to play the system to attain Oxford places. In an interview,

it was reported that students from upper-middle class families were skilled at

getting into Oxford by applying to study classics, obscure language, or theology to

win places but the university received fewer students from poor backgrounds and

state schools than most institutions. Oxford was committed to select candidates

based on ability, not background and to ensure that background did not prevent
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anyone to study in the leading universities. The crucial phenomenon of snobbery

is more confirmed through the news in politics.co.uk. (Stevenson:2012) that

entitles “Britain 'too snobby', Clegg warns”, it was reported that In speech to the

Sutton Trust, Nick Clegg claimed to fight against snobbery that has been hobbling

the economy and cramping the society. A new architecture for policy making

centred on social mobilty was constructed but the class attitudes still occured in

the machine of mobility. Class attitudes were difficult to be identified, measured,

reformed, and breached. A person’s background frequently affects his life chances

that means the growing economy does not improve the social mobilty.

Furthermore, the news in New Statesman (Jolley:2013) that entitles “The

middle-class snobbery about being middle class” also reported that The people in

Britain was valued by their background and talk, where they schooled, which

college they went to, or what they said. The high status people thought that it is

more cool to define themselves as working class rather than middle class since

middle class is occasionally associated to the snobbish attitudes. Shopping in

Waitrose for example is generally considered to be a very middle-class thing to

do. The shopping bag even makes people just little better than someone else.

Britain deals with an endless discussion of class. Britain is full of stylish, elegant,

snobbish people especially middle class people.

D. Pierre Bourdieu’s Theory on Habitus, Capital, Strategy, and Position.

One of the renowned sociologists is Pierre Bourdieu. He has notable

influence in the study of social position and social structure in field. He argues

that a person’s preferences or tastes relate to social position. He proposes the
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terms habitus, capital and strategy as the factors influencing a person’s position in

a particular space.

Snobbery occurs as the result of distinction in habitus and the number of

capitals in the social relationship. Everyone competes to gain better position in life

in order to be recognized and accepted by others. The people in the dominant or

higher position use certain strategies to preserve and mantain their state while the

others in the dominated position use also several strategies to change and achieve

certain position in life. The theory of Pierre Bourdieu seems giving a clear

explanation about why snobbery exists in life.

1. Habitus

Pierre Bourdieu through his book proposes that habitus is a social value, a

system of thought and behavior that one earned and adopted from his social

environment in the early age, including education or upbringing. It is shaped by

past events and the structure of the society. The different conditions of existence

produce different habitus. It definitely affects the process of social distinction that

leads to the acceptance of social differences and hierarchies.

He also argues that life style is the product of habitus. The habits of the

class into which one is born determine his taste. He points out that taste is a

cultivated nature or disposition. It means that a person only grows up to have a

good taste if one grows up in the dominant culture that has the knowledge to

decide between the good and bad taste. Taste and class is related each other since

the possesion of taste indeed affirms one’s class. Taste is a symbolic expression of

class position or particular class of condition (Bourdieu, 1984 :18&186-188).
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2. Capital

He further proposes that someone’s habitus influences the number of

capital he has in field. He classifies four types of capitals, that are (1) economic

capital: it can be properties such as money, goods, or income, (2) cultural capital:

it is an intelectual capital that can be earned through formal education, (3) social

capital: it is a social network had by a person with others having authorities or

power, (4) symbolic capital: they are prestige, status, authority, and legitimation

that are accumulated in individual.

All capitals above determine the social dominance and inequality. The

capital can be earned if a person has the proper habitus in his life. Moreover, there

are two hierarchical system in modern society namely; economic system in which

position and power are determined by money and property, and cultural and

symbolic system in which one’s status is determined by the cultural and symbolic

capital he has. The relationship of agents in the field is based on the capital he has

(Bourdieu, 1984:129-130).

3. Strategy

Bourdieu speaks that strategy is a person’s act to expand the material and

symbolic capital he has. He considers action as a strategy meaning that the agent

attempts to take advantages from situations. Family relations or marriage is one of

the product of strategies that is consciously or unconsciously directed towards the

satisfaction of material and symbolic interests and is used as an information of

particular economic and social conditions (Swartz, 1997: 67).
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Bourdieu through his book The Field of Cultural Production states that

strategy is the spesific orientation of practice as a struggle to acquire and mantain

the number of capital in field. The strategy that the agent uses depends on the

position that agent possesses in the field (Bourdieu, 1993:18).

Position taking is a struggle to defend or improve agent’s position in field.

The strategies of the individual agents are a function of the convergence of

position and position-taking mediated by habitus. In the same way, the

relationship between position and position-taking is mediated by the dispositions

of the agents, their feel for the game. The agents’ habitus shapes their inclination

to play the game, to win or lose, to augment, preserve, or squander their inherited

capital (Bourdieu, 1993:17).

Moreover, strategy is a set of different practices needed to mantain or

change the distribution of capital in terms of hierachical relationship. According

to Bourdieu, the strategy used by the agents depending on the volume and the

structure of capitals in the social space. In the dominant position, the strategy is

directed toward a practice to preserve and mantain the status quo. Whereas those

in the dominated position try to change the distribution of capitals and position in

order to improve their social stratification (Bourdieu, 1984: 147-148).

4. Position

Bourdieu in Maanen (2009: 56-58) states that position refers to an

individual status in a social relationship:

Position is the place each agent has in a set of relationships (i.e. towards the
other agents, in terms of the distribution of power, resources or other
aspects). Position refers to the hierachical relationship between the agents in
the field.
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The properties and symbolic capital that the agent has depend on his

position or place in field (space of positions). Bourdieu makes use the terms like

post or job to refer to artistic position.

Position is associated to social conditions, particular material conditions

and particular rank in the social structure. Disposition and position have a

dialectic relationship because habitus or a system of disposition of an agent is

determined by the occupied position in field. In the same way, the determinate

disposition is adjusted to determinate position (Bourdieu, 1996: 265).

E. Synopsis of Novel

“The Casual Vacancy” takes place in the fictional little town of Pagford.

Pagford inhabitants is far from perfect. Most of them are unsympathetic, selfish,

snobbish, and have personal war against each other and at war with the nearby

council estate called Field.

The vacancy seat is left by the unexpected death of Barry Fairbrother, a

Pagford Councilor, who drives the action throughout the story. Barry is a man

with a mission to intergrate the inhabitants of Field with a town members of

Pagford but there are a lot of disagremeents by most of other Pagford councilors

and inhabitants beyond the mission since the death of Barry. The two states

Pagford and Field are so removed from each other. They rarely think that they

have any responsibility for one another. There is a kind of border between the

state economic layers or the class tension between both of them.

The town of Pagford is full of rampant snobbery. The town is dominated

by middle class to high class family and most of them live in prosperity that can
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bee seen through their occupation and the luxury and extravagant things they own.

Mollison family, especially Howard Mollison and Shirley, represents the

inhabitant of Pagford. They are a typically folk-minded persons and look down to

whom they feel inferior. Field, in contrast, is described as the failure of society

with drug addiction, prostitution, and criminality. Weedon family is the

representation of Field inhabitant who lives in poverty.

Furthermore, the novel depicts the life and the relationship of the residents

of two different states, Pagford and Field. It tells about how the society view and

treat the marginal people like those who live in Field and how the individual runs

his role in a family, friendship, group or society (Rowling, 2012 : 3-503).

F. Biography of J.K Rowling

Joanna Kathleen Rowling is one of the most popular and best selling

authors in this era. She was born on July 31, 1965 in Chipping Sodbury,

Gloucestershire, England as the daughter of Peter James Rowling and Anne. From

an early age, She has had a big interest to be a writer by writing fantacy book. Her

first book was about a rabbit with measles which was a bit unususal for a child of

six to think about that kind of story. She had spent a year in Paris to study French

at the University of Exeter as her parents requested (Pettinger, 2008).

Rowling left England to work as an English teacher in Portugal. There,

She had an unsuccesful marriage with a native journalist called Jorge Arantes in

1992 and gave birth to her daughter in the following year. Being a single mother,

she decided to move back to Britain. She was living by state welfare, writing in

coffee shops and even had lived in poor financial condition, and heavy depression
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that almost led her to suicide attempt. Rowling married Dr. Neil Murray on

December 26, 2001 in a private ceremony in Scotland.

J.K. Rowling is very well known as the author for the leading fantacy story

series, Harry Potter, which later gave her fame and fortune. The idea of the

fantacy story of a young boy going to the wizard school passed through her mind

during a long train journey from Manchester to London. Most of the characters of

Harry Potter books are inspired by the people surrounded her in her teenager. All

Harry Potter series have been adapted to movie (AETN UK, 2012).

In 2005, J.K Rowling co-founded the Children’s High Level Group

(CHLG) that later became Lumos. The vision of Lumos is a world where all

children are raised in a safe and caring environment. Furthermore, Rowling has

also won several awards that were a series of awards by an academy of members

from the British book publishing industry known as The British Book Awards

(now known as The Galaxy National Book Awards). Then in 2006, the book

“Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince” won the title ‘Book of the Year’. In

2008, J.K Rowling was honoured with the Lifetime Achievement Award and On

February 6, 2013 J.K Rowling was awarded The Beacon Award for Targeted

Philanthrophy.

The Casual Vacancy is Rowling’s first adult book published worldwide by

the Little, Brown Book Group on 27 September 2012. The novel was the fastest

selling in the United Kingdom in three years and had the second best-selling

opening week for an adult novel (Stonehill and Salt, 2012).
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

A. Research Method

The method of this research was a descriptive qualitative method.

“Qualitative research is concerned with the descriptions and explanations of social

phenomena”(Hancock., et al. 2009:6). Descriptive research method is the method

which concerns with describing the characteristics of a particular individual, or of

a group or situation (Kothari, 2004:37). It was equivalent with the writer’s

intention that was to describe the phenomena of snobbery within the novel.

B. Source of Data

The data source of this research was the novel “the Casual Vacancy” by

J.K Rowling. The data included all sentences, utterances, and narrations related to

the subject matter of the research that was snobbery.

C. Instrument of Data Collection

Through this research, the writer used note taking as the instrument. It was

the essential tool in conducting a research. Boch and Piolat (2005:101-102) states

the importance of note taking in retaining information:

Confronted with a diverse range of information-transmission situations,
note-takers are striving to avoid forgetting something. Note taking is an
essential tool in many information-transmission situations.

Note taking is an indispensable part of writing a research paper since notes

record and gather the information from the sources used in writing the paper.
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D. Procedure of Data Collection

These were the procedures which were done in collecting the data:

1. The researcher read “The Casual Vacancy” novel comprehensively.

2. The researcher highlighted the text and took note cards to write down all the

relevant data related to snobbery in the novel and Bourdieu’s theory.

E. Technique of Data Analysis

1. The technique of data analysis for question 1 were:

1. To classify the data into several aspects, namely, the snobbery attitudes

toward job or achievement, social, family, and educational background,

house or house ornaments, cars, and fashion.

2. To analyze the classified data based on the theory of Pierre Bourdieu that

is snobbery as strategy.

2. The technique of data analysis for question 2 were:

1. To identify the social condition of Field inhabitants.

2. To analyze its habitus, capital, and position based on the theory of Pierre

Bourdieu.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Findings

This part consists of the data analysis of the novel “The Casual Vacancy”.

The function of analysis is to answer the research questions presented in the first

chapter, namely, how Pagford inhabitants use snobbery as strategy to mantain

certain position and why Field inhabitants’ ways of life are also considered as

strategy to gain benefits. The novel is analyzed by using sociological literary

approach to connect the social conditions of Pagford and Field inhabitants in the

story and the social circumstances of the people in England the time the novel was

published. The phenomenon of snobbery of Pagford inhabitants as strategy to

mantain certain position and the Field inhabitants’ ways of life as strategy to attain

benefits represented in the novel can be seen as follows:

1. The snobbery of Pagford inhabitants as strategy to mantain certain

position

Bourdieu (1993:18) states that strategy is the individual action to gain and

preserve the number of capitals he has in the particular space. The strategy that the

agent makes use depends on the agent’s position. Snobbery is the essential part of

a person’s behavior to demonstrate his superiority among others. It is used as

strategy to be recognized and accepted in the social relationship. Snobbery occurs

because of the distinction in society. The distinctive taste and preference of a
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person is influenced by his position, and the position is stemmed from habitus and

capitals of him.

Based on the analysis of the novel, it was found that the Pagford

inhabitants use snobbery as strategy through several ways. It can be seen in job or

achievements, social, family, and educational background, and it can also be

observed through a person’s  properties and appearances such as house, car, or

fashion.

a. The snobbish attitude toward job or achievement

Pagford is dominated by middle to high class family having the better

social position and status. The character of Howard Mollison in the novel is

depicted as one of the old members of Pagford carrying a huge responsibility

through his job as the chief of Pagford’s council. This is clearly shown in the

following quotation:

Howard was the chair of the Parish Council, and First Citizen of Pagford.
The position came with a gilt and enamel chain of office, now reposing in
the tiny safe that he and Shirley had had installed at the bottom of their
fitted wardrobes. If only Pagford District had been granted borough status,
he would have been able to call himself Mayor; but even so, to all intents
and purposes, that was what he was. Shirley had made this perfectly clear on
the homapage of the council website, where, beneath a beaming and florid
photograph of Howard in his First Citizen’s Chain, it was stated that he
welcomed invitations to attend local civic and business functions. Just a few
week previously, he had handed out the cycling proficiency  certificates at
the local primary school (Rowling, 2012:35).

Howard Mollison considers himself as the first-class person in Pagford

because of his achievement to get the best position in Pagford. His position can

even be best described as a mayor if only Pagford gets official administrative

status. His wife, Shirley, that is also the secretary of the council, affirms his status
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and position by putting his picture in the official website of Pagford council to

inform people that his husband will be pleased to the attend local events.

A snobbish person really admires and is proud of his job and achievement

since they are the best indication of a person’s social identity. Howard is known as

the character taking a great pleasure to show off his achievement toward his

companions.

“I took a risk,” Howard was saying to three other men; he was waving a
cigar, and a little ash had dribbled down the front of his velvet jacket. “I
took a risk and I put in the graft. Simple as that. No magic formula. Nobody
handed me (Rowling, 2012: 421).

In the party conducted by Howard Mollison, he prides on his current

achievement as the result of his hard work along his life. In front of three other

guys, he attracts them by telling them the secret of his success. It can be observed

that the primary aim of Howard is not to share the key of his successful but rather

to exhibit or demonstrate his current achievement and position among his

colleagues in the party.

Shirley Mollison, the wife of Howard Mollison, is also implicitly potrayed

as a snobbish woman taking a special pleasure toward her position as the secretary

of the council and the wife of the first man of Pagford. It can be viewed in the

following quotation:

The familiar, well-loved streets seemed different, strange. She had taken a
regular inventory of the window she presented to this lovely little world:
wife and mother, hospital volunteer, secretary to the Parish Council, First
Citizeness; and Pagford had been her mirror, reflecting, in its polite respect,
her value and her worth (Rowling, 2012:457).
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The quotation represents the thought of Shirley Mollison about herself.

She frequently feels blessed as the loyal member of Pagford, the town in which he

has contributed her best throughout her life as the wife and mother of successful

men, a volunteer, and a council secretary. She admits Pagford as the reflection of

herself which has helped her to gain and mantain her current social position.

Being the part of Pagford, as she believes is the most advantageous thing in his

life. Besides, working as a volunteer with Julia Fawley known as a vigorous

figure in Pagford brings another snobbish enjoyment for Shirley.

Shirley had retaken the higher ground; she worked, not for profit but out of
the goodness of her heart. It was classy to volunteer; it was what women did
who had no need of extra cash; women like herself and Julia Fawley
(Rowling, 2012: 114).

It presents that besides her job as the council secretary, Shirley Mollison

also works as a volunteer in the hospital accompanied by Julia Fawley. Julia is the

wife of Aubrey Fawley, the wealthiest one in Pagford who is believed having the

noble descent. Julia and Aubrey are really honored and admired by the old

inhabitants of Pagford, and Shirley takes a special pleasure to work with Julia as a

volunteer to show off her modesty spending her spare time working as a volunteer

that is believed as a classy for the wealthy persons like herself and Julia.

The character Howard and Shirley in the story use their job and position to

inform others about their particular social condition. Achievement or job is the

best tool to affirm a person’s social identity and status in a social community.

Bourdieu (1984:122) states that classes are defined in terms of occupation. It is a

status marker of a person.
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b. The snobbish attitude toward social background

The information of a person’s social background or origin is the best way

to create snobbery. Howard Mollison takes pride in his social background as the

member of the little town of Pagford. It can be observed in the quotation below:

Pagford, by contrast, shone with a kind of moral radiance in Howard’s
mind, as though the collective soul of the community was made manifest in
its cobbled streets, its hills, its picturesque houses. To Howard, his
birthplace was much more than a collection of old buildings, and a fast
flowing, tree-fringed river, the majestic silhoutte of the abbey above or the
hanging baskets in the Square. For him, the town was an ideal, a way of
being; a microcivilization that stood firmly against a national decline.

“I’m a Pagford man,” he would tell summertime tourists, “born and
bred.” In so saying, he was giving himself a profound compliment
disguised as a commonplace (Rowling, 2012:61).

It can be noted that Howard Mollison really prides on his birthplace of

Pagford which he considers as the potrait of success. He is proud of being born

and growing in Pagford in which his environment has shaped his good habitus in

life. For him, Pagford is not only a little town filled with the pretty streets and

houses but also a civilization. This quotation proves that Howard is very pleased

to be the member of Pagford. He is even confident to tell others that he is a

Pagford man because of this town’s best reputation in people’s eye. He wants to

be regarded as good as Pagford’s image.

Similar to his father, Miles Mollison who was also born and grew in

Pagford, feels proud of being the part of Pagford. Rowling describes Miles as the

middle class character who puts a big attention to his social background. The

following quotation shows the perception and feeling of Miles toward Pagford:

Miles experiences a rush of atavistic pride as he hurried across the Square
towards Mollison and Lowe, that Pagford institution, that classiest of
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emporia; a pride that familiarity had never blighted, but rather deepened and
ripened (Rowling, 2012:182).

The quotation represents that Miles Mollison feels the same way as his

father feels to Pagford. There is a kind of pride and esteem when he steps on

Pagford. He is also proud of being the member of the little town of Pagford and is

often cultivated in himself that his birthplace will always enlighten him. Miles’

feeling about Pagford signifies that he will pride on mentioning his social origin

to whomever he meets.

As potrayed in the novel, the Mollison family is very well known as the

snobbish ones. Lexie, the granchild of Howard Mollison even shows the similar

behavior toward her friend in the school. She looks down Krystal Weedon known

from the poor social background. The following quotation shows Lexie’s behavior

through Krystal perspective:

The other girls at school had not wanted her in their groups, except for their
rounders teams. She could still remember Lexie Mollison handing everyone
in the class a little pink envelope containing a party invitation, and walking
past Krystal with-as Krystal remembered it-her nose in the air (Rowling,
2012: 247).

Lexie Mollison shows her snobbish attitude to one of his classmates,

Krystal whom she considers from the lowest social background. Lexie passes

Krystal snobbishly while she is giving her party invitation envelope to the other

friends. This quote shows that Lexie does not want to associate herself to the

lower social class friends.
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Another snobbish character is Tessa Wall, a guidance teacher and a wife of

vice-headmaster at Winterdown, a secondary school in Pagford. She also evinces

dislike toward Krystal Weedon that can be seen in the following quotation:

Tessa moved to the kettle, and her thoughts returned to the subject that had
consumed her ever since Sukhvinder had suggested it earlier: that Fats and
Krystal were “seeing each other.” She had not questioned Fats, and she had
not told Colin.

The more that Tessa thought about it, the more certain she was that it
could not be true. She was sure that Fats held himself in such high regard
that no girl would be good enough, especially a girl like Krsystal. Surely
he would not...

Demean himself? Is that it? Is that what you think? (Rowling, 2012:
310).

She thinks that it will be impossible for her son known as Fats to have a

date with Krystal that she considers from the lowest class background. She can

not even imagine it if it is really happened. Tessa Wall from the upper class

society is irritated by the thought of the relationship of his son and Krystal. She

said that if it truly exists, Fats has underestimated her as his mother by pulling

himself to the lower degree as Krystal. Tessa can not accept the fact that Fats and

Krystal are in relationship since she does not want to associate herself to the girl

like Krystal.

Social background or origin is really matter in the social relationship. The

characters in the novel distinct themselves one another based on their social

origin. Snobbery occurs because of that distinction.

c. Snobbish attitude toward family background

Family background becomes the good sign of a person’s identity and

status. Shirley Mollison, was born and grew in Field, married a Pagford man in
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order to be recognized as the part of particular class. Having a superior and

honored husband, she tries to compare herself to others. It can be noticed in the

quotation below:

Shirley took a particular pleasure in hearing all about Gavin’s inferiorities
and insecurities, because these threw into delicious contrast the
achievements and self-assertion of the twin gods of her life, Howard and
Miles (Rowling, 2012:94).

While Howard and Shirley invite their son Miles and his wife Samantha to

their dinner, a kind of family gathering, gossiping is the part of dinner and it can

be seen through this quotation that Shirley enjoys to talk about the inferiority of

Gavin, the colleague of her son since she can compare Gavin’s position to the

achievement and position of two best men in his life, Howard and Miles. Shirley

is pleased with the class distinction of these men and is glad to know herself as the

wife and mother of upper class family in Pagford. Another snobbish attitude of

Shirley is much more affirmed in the following quotation:

To Shirley, who could not remember ever setting eyes on Simon, who had
never heard him mentioned in connection with the higher workings of
Pagford, and who understood Ruth to lack even a rudimentary social life,
Ruth’s husband sounded a reclusive inadequate (Rowling, 2012:116).

It describes that Shirley feels superior than her friend, Ruth in her friend’s

choice of husband. For her, Ruth is quite unfortunate to marry Simon Price that is

never mentioned around the elitism or higher class family in Pagford. She also

considers Ruth having the bad social life since his husband is the introvert one

who seldom socialize to the other inhabitants of Pagford. Shirley contrasts the
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family background of Ruth and herself and feels grateful to be the wife of the first

man in Pagford that makes her easier to enter the social relationship in Pagford.

Furthermore, the other evidence that family background is the essential

thing in Pagford is clearly observed through the behavior of Pagford society

toward the family of Aubrey Fawley. It can be seen in the following quotation:

Fawley was soon known to be possessed of substantial private wealth,
which he supplemented in mysterious ways in the city. He had four
children, and a desire to settle permanently. Pagford’s approval was raised
to still giddier heights by the swiftly circulated intelligence that Fawley was
descended, through a collateral line, from the Sweetloves (Rowling,
2012:54).

It depicts the snobbery of Pagford inhabitants that they really welcome and

accept Aubrey Fawley’s family as the member of Pagford considering that Aubrey

is still the descendant of aristocratic family based on the social history in Pagford.

Old pagford believed that the advent of Aubrey Fawley meant the return of
a charmed era. He would be a fairy godfather to the town, like his
anchestors before him, showering grace and glamour over their cobbled
streets (Rowling, 2012:55).

It affirms that the existence of Aubrey family in Pagford is regarded as the

return of prosperous era of Pagford. The oldest Pagford inhabitants consider

Aubrey as their anchestor who will always guide and bless them to the more

prosperous condition in life. Aubrey’s family background is the primary reason of

Pagford’s society to awe and worship him. They admit Aubrey’s family as the

highly regarded and honored family in Pagford.
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d. Snobbish attitude toward educational background

Educational background occasionally leads a person to be a snobbish one.

Parminder, a doctor and one of the upper class people in Pagford shows her

dislike toward Krystal, her daughter’s friend from Field.

“If you’re going to care about what the likes of Krystal Weedon says,
there’s no hope for you! Perhaps that’s your natural level, is it, Sukhvinder?
You want to play truant and work in a cafe and waste all your opportunities
for education, because that’s easier? Is that what being in a team with
Krystal Weedon taught you-to sink to her level?” (Rowling, 2012:318).

Parminder is mad to her daughter, Sukhvinder. She tells Sukhvinder to not

be absent in class and to not work in cafe since it has wasted her time to continue

her education. She mocks Sukhvinder to have followed the habit of Krystal who

does not even care to her education. Parminder does not want her daughter to pull

her level as equal as Krystal. Parminder has actually informed her daughter that

education has brought her to her current social position and it is really matter. It is

implicitly shown the snobbish attitude of Parminder toward her educational

background that leads her to get a good occupation as a doctor in Pagford.

Besides snobbish attitudes toward attributes such as job or achievement,

social, family, and educational background, properties such as house or house

ornaments, cars, and appearance or fashion are also found to indicate the other

snobbery of Pagford inhabitants. Bourdieu (1984: 71, 189) states that people

manifest their distinction through the properties with which they surround

themselves such as houses, home decoration or furniture, paintings, books, cars,

or clothes. Those properties are used to affirm one’s position in social space, to

uphold rank and to keep distance.
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e. Snobbish attitude toward house or house ornaments

House or a person’s taste of his house ornaments reflects a person’s social

status. Occasionally, the wealthier the owner of the house, the more luxurious and

bigger his house. House is one aspect of properties which often affirm the social

condition or class of a person as quoted below:

Barry’s headache continued to thump behind his ear as he reversed out of
the drive and set off through the pretty little town of Pagford, where they
had lived as long as they had been married. They drove down Church Row,
the steeply sloping street where the most expensive houses stood in all their
Victorian extravagance and solidity (Rowling, 2012:3).

It is described that Church Row as one of the street in Pagford is filled by

the most expensive houses with all the luxury of Victorian Era. This datum clearly

shows that Pagford is dominated by the wealthy families who are indeed house

snob and consider their house as the tool to confirm their social status. The people

of Pagford living in Church Row seems creating the distinction of class to the

other inhabitants in both Pagford and field.

Parminder Jawanda and her husband, the doctors in Pagford is also

potrayed as one of the wealthy family through the description of their house.

The Old Vicarage was the last and grandest of the Victorian houses in
Church Row. It stood at the very bottom, in a big corner garden, facing St.
Michael and All Saints across the road.

Parminder, who had run the last few wards down the street, fumbled with
the stiff lock on the front door and let herself inside (Rowling, 2012:38).

In this novel, it is described that one of the houses in Pagford, the Old

Vicarage is the most extravagant Victorian styled house inhabited by doctor

spouse, Parminder and Vikram. The properties this family have symbolize their

status and position.
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In addition, house ornaments of a person also best describe his particular

social status and class. They create snobbishness of the owner. Howard Mollison

seems put a big attention to his taste and choice of ornaments in the room. It can

be observed in the quotation below:

The room was warm and spotless. Shelving units on either side of the gas
fire displayed an array of ornamental china, nearly all of it commemorating
some royal landmark or anniversary of the reign of Elizabeth II. A small
bookcase in the corner contained a mixture of royal biographies and the
glossy cookbooks that had overrun the kitchen (Rowling, 2012:92).

It depicts the living room of Howard and Shirley that is adorned by

luxurious ornaments. Howard and Shirley, a spouse, are the members of Pagford

council who often consider themselves as the oldest inhabitants of Pagford. The

quote above shows that this husband and wife couple give a great concern to his

house decoration by adding some expensive ornaments that most of them honour

the empire and the reign of Elizabeth II to indicate that monarchy is the essential

thing in England that must always be honored.

Moreover, the house ornament snob can be noticed through the description

of Miles Mollison room by another character’s perspective called Kay in the

novel. The following quotation shows the view of Kay toward Miles’s room:

Kay would ordinarily have found Miles rather smooth and over familiar, but
she was determined to suspend judgement. Couples had to mix with each
other’s circles, and manage to get along in them. This evening represented
significant progress in her quest to infiltrate the layers of his life to which
Gavin had never admitted her, and she wanted to show him that she was at
home in the Mollisons’ big, smug house, that there was no need to exclude
her anymore. So she smiled at Miles, asked for a red wine, and admired the
spacious room with its stripped pine floorboards, its over-cushioned sofa
and its framed prints (Rowling, 2012:214).
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Miles also added several tasteful ornaments in his room that are success to

make Kay, the social worker and the lower class person admiring them. This

quote shows that mostly persons put and adorn expensive ornaments and

decorations in their house not only for its aesthetic purpose but also the prestige

purpose.

f. Snobbish attitude toward car

Branded car is also indicated as the best property for a snobbish one to

demonstrate his superiority or social class among others. Samantha Mollison is

potrayed as one of the snobbish women in Pagford. The following quotation

affirm her taste of car.

At eight o’clock on Monday evening, Kay walked up the Walls’s drive and
rang their doorbell. From the front step, she could make out Samantha
Mollison’s red Ford Fiesta, parked in the drive three houses along (Rowling,
2012:308 ).

It is depicted how one of Howard’s family, Howard’s daughter in law

known as Samantha has her own branded car. Ford Fiesta is one of the expensive

cars and is good enough to be exhibited in front of others. Besides Samantha

Mollison, Patricia as the daughter of Howard Mollison also shows off her most

expensive car.

“Hello, Andrew,” she trilled. “Bike away from the entrance, please.” He
wheeled it along to the corner, passing a brand-new, racing green BMW
convertible parked feet away. He walked around the car on his way inside,
taking in the luxurious inner fittings (Rowling, 2012:.415).

The hall was so noisy, and the guests so raucously drunk, that nobody
seemed to care where Andrew went anymore. When they go outside, they
found Patricia Mollison, alone beside her sports car, looking up at the clear
starry sky, smoking (Rowling, 2012:427).
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Patricia drives racing green BMW convertible, a sport car to her father’s

party at night and it makes Andrew from a lower class family amazed its

luxurious interior. BMW is considered as the extravagant and luxurious car and

only a few people have this brand new car. From those data above, it can be noted

that the type or condition of a person’s car is telling the social condition and

position of a person in society.

g. Snobbish attitude toward fashion

The snobbish attitude seems also happened through what the people wear

in their body. A person’s taste or his choice of clothes and shoes demonstrate his

particular social condition in social relationship. The following description shows

Pagford citizens’ taste toward their fashion:

Parish Councillors, a motley bunch, talked solemnly in the middle of the
path: a clutch of balding heads and thick-lensed glasses; a smattering of
black straw hats and cultured pearls. Men from the squash and golf clubs
hailed each other in subdued fashion; old friends from university recognized
each other from afar and edged together; and in between milled what
seemed to be most of Pagford, in their smartest and most somber-hued
cholthes. The air droned with quiet conversations; faces flickered, watching
and waiting (Rowling, 2012:151 ).

The quote above clearly affirms the fashion snob of Pagford inhabitants. It

is potrayed that in the funeral procession of Barry Fairbrother, all the elements of

society gather and meet each other. The group of people from different

background such as the friends from councillors, squash and golf, the old friends

from university presents with different fashion and style. It is described that most

of the condolence visitors are Pagford inhabitants with their most magnificent

dark clothes.
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Tessa wall is also depicted to put a huge attention to her fashion’s choice.

It is described in the quotation below:

Tessa Wall’s best coat, which was of gray wool, was cut so tightly around
the armholes that she could not raise her arms above chest height (Rowling,
2012: 152).

It confirms that the fashion taste of a person is really essential. Tessa Wall

as one of Pagford inhabitants who visits the funeral procession of Barry

Fairbrother wears the best coat made from the best wool and seems uncomfortable

wearing it. This quote presents that the people occasionally do not wear best

clothes and shoes based on the quality and the comfortability but the quantity or

the high prestige that the best and expensive clothes and shoes bring to a person

wearing them.

Another snobbish fashion is demonstrated by Samantha through Kay’s

perspective as quoted below:

Samantha appeared, smiling without warmth. Kay, who had previously seen
her only in an overcoat, noted the tightness of her orange top, beneath which
every detail of her lacy bra was clearly visible. Her face was even darker
than her leathery chest; her eye makeup was thick and unflattering and her
jangling gold earrings, and high-heeled golden mules were, in Kay’s
opinion, tarty (Rowling, 2012: 215).

The most fashionable and stylish woman, Samantha, tries her best effort to

exhibit her social identity in front of the guests who come to the dinner party in

her house. Samantha with her thick eye make up, transparant top, golden earrings

and high-heeled sandals appears with confidence to welcome the guests. This

quote shows how the appearance of a person is the important part in the social
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relationship especially in the dinner party as the tradition of English people and

the opportunity used by them to demonstrate who they are.

2. The Field inhabitants’ ways of life as strategy to attain benefits

Field inhabitants’ ways of life can be observed through their habitus. Their

position is influenced by their habitus and capitals. The following explanation

gives further description of the social condition of Field society:

a. Habitus

Bourdieu (1984:18) states that habitus is a system of thought and behavior

that a person earned in his social environment from the early age. It is created

through the structure of the society. The different social condition and position of

a person produce the different habitus. The following quotation shows the poor

and bad habitus of field inhabitants:

The school bus had reached the Fields, the sprawling estate that lay on the
outskirts of the city of Yarfil. Dirty gray houses, some of them spray painted
with initials and obscenities; the occasional boarded window; satellite dishes
and overgrown grass-none of it was any more worthy of Andrew’s sustained
attention than the ruined abbey of Pagford, glittering with frost (Rowling,
2012:26).

It depicts how Field inhabitants live their life. It is potrayed in the novel

that Field is a very dirty area since the people are not accustomed to clean and

arrange their environment. The houses in Field as they are described in this datum

are not taken care by the owners. This area is not worth seeing from outside and

even inside. Another description of social environment and habitus of the Field’s

society is further exhibited in the following quotation:

Graffiti blossomed on the bridges spanning the Pagford to Yarfil road;
Fields but shelters were vandalized; Fields teenagers strewed the play park
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with beer bootles and threw rocks at the street lamps. A local footpath,
much favored by tourists and ramblers, became a popular spot for Fields
youth to congregate “and worse,” as Howard Mollison’s mother put it
darkly (Rowling, 2012:.57).

The quote above much more affirms the passiveness of Pagford

inhabitants. It is described how the teenagers of Field polute and break the

infrastuctures and facililities provided by the government. The tourists will not

even come since the area is dominated by the teenagers who only get on together

to do the bad things such as drinking or destructing the infrastuctures.

The novel also presents Krystal Weedon as the representation of a child’s

upbringing failure. Krystal Weedon is a girl grew in Field’s environment but is

lucky to study in the school in Pagford. Krystal’s behavior reflects her family and

social origin. The quotation below represents Andrew’s perspective toward

Krystal.

Though they had long since been separated into different sets, they were still
in the same registration class, so Andrew knew that Krystal was sometimes
present, often not, and that she was in almost constant trouble. She knew no
fear, like the boys who came to school with tattoos they had inked
themselves, with split lips and cigarettes, and stories of clashes with the
police, of drug taking and easy sex (Rowling, 2012:27).

It is confirmed that Krystal Weedon as a girl from Field has a bad

reputation in school. She is often absent in class and seems not putting a big

attention to her education. She is even the girl who is always in trouble in school.

This quote describes that the behavior of Krystal is much influenced by her

environment and that most of the children in Field are naughty and wild.

The habitus of Field’s inhabitants is much more confirmed through the

opinion of Howard toward them in the following quotation:
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Howard carried the mental image of the Fields with him always, like a
memory of a nightmare: boarded windows daubed with obscenities;
smoking teenagers loitering in the perennially defaced bus shelters; satellite
dishes everywhere, turned to the skies like the denuded ovules of grim metal
flowers.

So Howard was forced to draw the conclusion that they were choosing,
of their own free will, to live the way they lived, and that the estate’s air
of slightly threatening degradation was nothing more than a physical
manifestation of ignorance and indolence (Rowling, 2012:61).

It is depicted that Howard Molllison who was born in Pagford comments

on the habitus of Field inhabitants. He feels that the people of Field has

consciously chose to live their current life and that poor and bad condition of

Field’s area is the consequence and result of their own carelessness, laziness, and

indiscipline. No one of Field inhabitants is aware to change their life condition.

The parents even do not educate the children well so it seems familiar to see the

Field’s children smooking, drinking, breaking the facilities, and doing the other

bad behaviors.

b. Capital

Bourdieu (1984:129) proposes that capital is divided into four categories,

economic capital such as money, property, or income, social capital or network,

cultural capital such as education, and symbolic capital such as prestige, status

authority. The following quotation shows the capitals of Field inhabitants:

The fresh eruption was not of red brick but of concrete in steel frames. This
second estate was known locally as the Fields, after the land of which it had
been built, and was marked as distinct from the Cantermill Estate by its
inferior materials and design (Rowling, 2012:56).

The bad habitus of Field residents makes them having the poor capital.

Most of the family in Field live in a very poor financial condition because they are
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lack of capitals in life. The quote above represents the history of the materials

used for the Field’s housings. Because the area is adressed to the lower class

people, the materials used for building the houses in Field is very cheap and does

not have a good quality. It  shows that Field is inhabited by the people from the

poor background

Weedon family is the representation of social condition of Field’s society.

The quotation below potrays the capital that Krystal’s family has:

Nobody in Krystal’s family had ever owned a car. If she concentrated, she
could smell the interior of the people carrier, even over the stink of Terri’s
kitchen. She loved its warm, plasticky scent. She would never be in that car
again (Rowling, 2012:105).

While most of the Pagford inhabitants live in prosperity and car is not

expensive goods to own, the quote above describes how Krystal Weedon only

recalls the memory of getting on a person’s car since her family does not afford to

buy a car like what Pagford’s inhabitants mostly do. This quote indicates that

there is a clear distinction and distant between upper and lower class family or

between Pagford and Field.

Krystal pretended to everyone that they had a television at home. She
watched enough at friends’ houses, and at Nana Cath’s, to be able to bluff
her way through (Rowling, 201:249).

The description above presents the further description about the social

condition of Weedon’s family. Kyrstal’s family does not even have any television

at home. When Krystal’s friends talk about her favorite television program, she

can only pretend to have a television in order to be accepted by her friends. It
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makes Krystal can also join her friends’ conversation though she must lie to her

friends.

c. Position

Bourdieu (1993:18) posits that position is the individual place in field. it

indicates the hierarchical relationship among the society. Habitus and capital

determine the position of a person in the social life. The following quotation

shows the position of Field inhabitants:

No part of Pagford’s unwanted burden caused more fury or bitterness than
the fact that Field children now fell inside the catchment area of St.
Thomas’s Church of England Primary School. Young Fielders had the right
to don the coveted blue and white uniform, to play in the yard beside the
foundation stone laid by Lady Charlotte Sweetlove and to defean tehe tiny
classrooms with their strident Yarfil accents.

It swiftly became common lore in Pagford that houses in the Fields had
become the prize and goal of every benefit-supported Yarfil family with
school-age children; that there was a great ongoing scramble across the
boundary line from the Cantermill Estate, much as Mexicans streamed
into Texas. Their beautiful St. Thomas’s – a magnet for professional
commuters to Yarfil, who were attracted by the tiny classes, the rolltop
desks, the aged stone building and the lush green playing field-would be
overrun and swamped by the offspring of scroungers, addicts and
mothers whose children had all been fathered by different men (Rowling,
2012:57).

Field is inhabited by the unemployments and lazy people that position

them in the lowest class society. The quote above potrays that Pagford feels angry

to know that some of Field’s children study in the school of Pagford. The people

of Pagford assume that the houses in Field are the target of the poor parents who

have school-age children. Living in Field is a strategy for them to take their

children to school freely and to still live based on the public charge. The datum

above also describe that Field is dominated by beggars, drug addicts, and

prostitutes.
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“Pagford’s full of working-class people, Kay; the difference is, most of
them work. D’you know what proportion of the Fields lives off benefits?
Responsibility, you say: what happened to personal responsibility? We’ve
had them through the local school for years: kids who haven’t got a single
worker in the family; the concept of earning a living is completely foreign to
them; generations of non-workers, and we’re expected to subsidize
them”(Rowling, 2012: 224).

The position of Field society is further presented in the quotation above. It

depicts the perspective of Pagford inhabitants to Field. They contrast the hard-

working people of Pagford and the unemployments in Field. Pagford believes that

the concept of working is still odd for Field and that the people of Field will

always live with the state welfare as their way or strategy to survive. Pagford feels

surrender to Field and is not willing to subsidize those kind of people.

The position of Terry Weedon, a mother of Krystal, also represents the

condition of family in Field. The following quotation below demonstrate Fats

perspective toward Krystal’s family.

They said that her mother was a prostitute. She was certainly a junkie.
Krystal had told him that the house would be empty because her mother
would be at Bellchapel Addiction Clinic, receiving her allotted amount of
methadone. Fats walked up the garden path without slowing, but with
unexpected trepidation (Rowling, 2012:377).

It is noted that Bellchapel Addiction Clinic is built for all the junkies in

Field. Krystal is quite unfortunate to have a prostitute mother who is also a junkie.

This datum reveals that the condition of Field has been very crucial concerning

the behavior of most of the carelessness inhabitants who still live and exist in that

area.

B. Discussions
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Snobbery is the part of British attitude. As the member of society, J.K.

Rowling implicitly reflects her social environment in her story. Snobbery in

England is more affirmed through a news reported in The Guardian news

(Jowit:2012) that entitles “Nick Clegg Rails against British Class Snobbery”. The

Deputy Prime minister, Nick Clegg, has claimed that class snobbery was creating

a social division between the rich and the poor in Britain.  He quoted the historian

Frank Harris saying that “snobbery is the religion of England.” He further said “I

think that statement still has more than a ring of truth today.” His statement was

strengthened by The Sutton Trust foundation which also published international

research on Tuesday showing children from poor families in Australia and Canada

have a much greater chance of doing well at school, getting into university and

earning more in later life than their peers in UK and the US. It means that the poor

students have a difficult access to enter the leading universities in UK.

The news above at least describes that snobbery exists in Britain. Snobbery

derived from the aristocratic Europe. England is one of the European countries

with monarchy system in which class stratification is clearly noticed. The British

people still value and evaluate people from the physical appearance. Social

background is also being an essential thing in Britain in which the poor or

disadvantage society are still difficult to get an equality for example in the

educational aspect.

The novel describes the two distinct states, Pagford and Field. Pagford is

dominated by the upper class society having the better life condition meanwhile
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Field’s inhabitants are depicted as the representation of society’s failure. Based on

the data analysis, It was further explained as follows:

1. The snobbery of Pagford inhabitants as strategy to mantain certain

position

Bourdieu (1993:18) proposes that strategy is the individual action used to

gain and preserve the number of capitals he has in the field. The strategy that the

agent makes use depends on the agent position.

This research found that several characters revealed in the novel use

snobbery as strategy to mantain their social position. Howard Mollison and his

wife Shirley enjoy to demonstrate their achievement and job among their

companions. They become snob as their strategy to be recognized as the part of

upper class and to be accepted and honored in the social relationship. They

believe that job and position will increase their pride and prestige in life.

Besides, social origin is really crucial in England and it is also reflected in

the novel that Mollison family is very pleased to be the part of Pagford. They are

snob about their social background as the key to enter the social connection.

Howard is confident to inform others about his origin since Pagford is the

representation of society’s success and he is pleased known as the part of best

people. The snobbish attitude of Lexie Mollison and Tessa Wall toward Krystal

Weedon is also her strategy to not associate herself to the lower class person and

to mantain their esteem among associates.

Shirley’s background from the lower class family encourages her to marry

a man from the middle class family to improve her social condition. The current
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position of Shirley, makes her snob as the strategy to gain people’s recognition

and acceptance towards her. She becomes confident to inform others about her

family background and to associate herself among the upper class people in

Pagford in order to be admitted as the part of extravagant and vigorous people.

Since Pagford is dominated by the middle class people, the admiration of them

toward Fawley’s family having the noble descent is a strategy to mantain and

improve their position in Pagford.

Furthermore, cultural capital or educational background makes Parminder,

one of the high class inhabitants in Pagford look down Krystal, her daughter’s

classmate. She does not want her daughter, Sukhvinder to follow the habitus of

Krystal who is well known to have a bad reputation in school. The current

profession and achievement of Parminder lead her to distinct herself from those

having the bad habitus and poor position. By warning her daughter, she indirectly

contrasts the life of Krystal and her family’s position, and it is her strategy to

preserve her family’s status and esteem.

Snobbery as strategy is not only observed through the attitudes toward

attribute and position but also material things or properties such as house or house

ornaments, cars, or a person’s taste in fashion. In England, a person is

occasionally valued or judged by his appearance. Based on the news reported in

The Guardian news (Elliott:2012) that entitles “How snobbish are the British?”, a

couple who wanted to hold their wedding at Stoke Park in Buckinhamshire

unexpectedly received email telling them that they were not the type of people

that the wedding organizers would want. Pauline Bailey, a drug and alcohol
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councellor, has speculated that the staff was offended by her future husband’s

eyebrow piercing and earrings. The snobbery of this kind in Britain has been

widespread these days. The people judge people on the basis of their appearance,

accents, or diction. This might be a particularly British phenomenon for those who

don’t live in Britain or have travelled widely.

The novel potrays how the people of Pagford distinct themselves from

others in the social environment by their taste in house, car, and fashion. The

Mollison family and Parminder for example, they have a luxurious and

extravagant house and ornaments. Pagford is dominated by the wealthy families

who are indeed house snob and consider their house as strategy to inform others

about their social identity and status. The house condition symbolize the owner’s

position.

Similarly, the taste of Samantha and Patricia Mollison in branded cars

indirectly tells others about their particular status. Their capitals influences the

properties they have. The primary aim is to make other impressed and to position

themselves better and superior than others. It is their strategy to mantain the

people’s perspective about their class condition.

Moreover, what a person wear in his body or appearance also sighifies her

social identity. To be recognized as the part of upper class society, several

characters in Pagford are described to put a big attention to their physical

appearance or fashion. They exhibit their expensive shoes and clothes to gain

people’s attention toward them.
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2. The Field’s ways of life as strategy to attain benefits

Bourdieu (1984:18) states that habitus is a system of thought and behavior

that a person earned in his social environment from the early age. It is created

through the structure of the society. The different social condition and position of

a person produce the different habitus.

Field inhabitants are depicted to have bad habitus. Field is composed of

criminals, prostitutes, and drug addicts. Most of the people live based on the state

welfare. The people seem not care to arrange and clean their environment. It can

be seen through the description of the houses in Field. Weedon’s family is the

representation of the family in Field. Terry Weedon, a prostitute, drug addict, and

also unemployment raise her child, Krystal by the poor upbringing. She grew to

be the wild and naughty girl. Most of the parents in Field raise their children

similar with Weedon’s family. The people of Field are only accustomed to do

criminality or any bad things such as desctructing the infrastructures, drinking,

consuming drugs, and even doing free sex. Field is dominated by the

unemployments, the lazy and careless people. Because the concept of working is

odd for the Field society, they prefer to still live as the part of Pagford society as

their strategy to attain educational and financial support from the local goverment.

Through his theory, Bourdieu (1984:129) also explains that capital is

divided into four categories, economic capital such as money, property, or

income, social capital or network, cultural capital such as education, and symbolic

capital such as prestige, status, or authority. The novel describes the capital

condition of Field inhabitants through the history of the house material in Field.
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Since Field is occupied by people from the poor social background, the houses in

Field is built by using poor and cheap materials. Since Field society lack of

economic capital, cultural capital, social capital, and symbolic capital, the

attitudes of Field inhabitants to not be apart from Pagford is their strategy to still

live based on the state welfare. Several Field’s kids studying in the school of

Pagford including Krystal are the strategy of the poor family in Field to receive

the educational support from the local council. The economic condition of Field is

also represented by Krystal described not even having television and car. The

distinction and distant between upper and lower class family or between Pagford

and Field are seen through the different number of capitals they have.

The position of Field inhabitants are also clearly potrayed in the novel.

Bourdieu (1993:18) proposes that position is the individual place in field. It

indicates the hierarchical relationship among the society. Habitus and capital

determine the position of a person in the social life. Since Field people have the

bad and poor habitus in life, they eventually lack of capitals and it positions them

in the lowest layer of society. The contradiction of Pagford and Field society

encourages Pagford inhabitants to exclude Field as the part of the town of

Pagford. The people of Pagford believe that living in that estate is the strategy of

Field’s poor society to still live and survive by the public charge.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

This chapter presents conclusions and suggestions. After finding the forms

of snobbery and analyzing snobbery by using theory of Pierre Bourdieu about

habitus, capital, position, and strategy in the novel “The Casual Vacancy” by J.K

Rowling, the writer proposes some conclusions and suggestions to the readers.

A. Conclusions

These are the conclusions from the result of the research, as follows:

1. In J.K. Rowling’s novel “The casual Vacancy” the writer found several

snobbish attitudes of Pagford inhabitants which were implicitly delivered

by the author in the storyline. There are two ways people use snobbery as

strategy to mantain certain position, they are:

a. Snobbish attitudes toward position or status that are committed to gain

the people’s attention and recognition such as job or achievement,

social, family, and educational background.

b. Snobbish attitudes toward properties or all the material things that the

people of Pagford have such as house or house ornaments, cars, and

fashion. All these things create distinction that eventually leads to

snobbery.

2. The writer also found the Field inhabitants’ ways of life as strategy to attain

benefits which were also implicitly delivered by the author in the storyline

that are:
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a. Habitus is the system of thought and behavior that Field inhabitants

have from the early age and are shaped by their environment. Field is

inhabited by the lazy, careless, and indiscipline society.

b. Capital is amount of money, wealth, or the number of goods owned by

the people of Field. Since Field society have poor and bad habitus, they

ultimately lacks of capitals.

c. Position is the status or a place that the Field residents have in the

hierarchical relationship. Field inhabitants use their poverty as the

strategy to live by the state welfare.

Eventually, it can be concluded that the middle and upper class

people of Pagford, use snobbery as their strategy to uphold their position

meanwhile Field society use their poverty and position as the strategy to

attain benefits from the capitalist in Pagford.

Moreover, the phenomenon of snobbery in the novel is the

reflection of the social environment of J.K. Rowling as the author. England

is occupied by the hierarchical society who pay a huge attention to class

and rank. As the member of British society, Rowling experienced and

observed social phenomenon around her and reflected it through her story

in novel.

B. Suggestions

1. For the next researchers, the writer suggests them to learn more about

snobbery in order to do more spesific research about snobbery.
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2. For the readers, the writer suggests to find and to know more about

snobbery because it has been a part of social phenomenon that occurs

around us.

3. The writer believes that the novel can be explored deeper. Moreover

The Casual Vacancy is a great novel containing many aspects that can

be analyzed from various point of view.
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